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William McNiece - Sawmaker
By Wiktor Kuc (Part 1)
Philadelphia and its Manufactures
Edwin T. Freedley 1867
"At 407 Cherry Street, is the Saw Manufactory of
William McNiece. Mr. McNiece is the successor of
Lame & McNiece, and for eleven years was foreman in
the extensive works of Walter Cresson, at Conshohocken.
He is a practical workman of experience and skill,
and employs none but those possessing similar qualifications. His manufactures include every variety of hand,
back, butcher, and wood Saws; and those for carpenter's
use have a high reputation.
It is said that his customers
include nearly two-thirds of
the retail City trade.
The building has a
front of eighteen feet and a
depth of fifty feet, three stories high. In this manufactory the order of operations as
usually pursued in similar establishments, is reversed, the
tempering being done on the first floor, the finishing on
the second, while the smith work is executed on the third
floor."

Company History
The history of William McNiece and his saw manufacturing is not documented in great detail and sources of
information are limited. Freedley in "Philadelphia and its
Manufactures", 1867 mentioned that William McNiece was
employed by Walter Cresson, at Conshohocken (PA) for
eleven years. The next available information comes from

the Directory of A merican Toolmakers (DAT), EAIA and
Hand-Saw Makers of North America, E. L. Schaffer.





William McNiece employed by Cresson.
Lame & McNiece, Philadelphia - no dates available,
Freedley.
William McNiece, Excelsior Saw Works: 1859 1882, EAIA.
William McNiece & Son, Excelsior Saw Works:
1887- ????.

Since Walter Cresson
began sawmaking about
1845, we assume that
William McNiece began
working in his shop from
the beginning and was
employed until 1856 (11
years, Freedley). However, the first patent received by McNiece, Patent No 23,531 from 04/05/1859 Combined Saw, Square and Bevel is assigned to Walter
Cresson of Conshohocken, PA. Wow... this is a wrinkle
in the whole nicely emerging picture. Why did McNiece
assign this patent to his former employer?
This would suggest that the Lame & McNiece Company was brief - approximately 3 years, from 1856 until
1859. DAT’s record mentioned that there is a saw with
an etch of Lame & McNiece, Excelsior Saw Works.
In 1859 McNiece established a business under his

Continued on pg. 3
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President’s Corner
As we start a new year I would
like to wish every member a happy
and healthy 2008. We are presently in
the middle of winter and have been
blessed with pleasant temperatures.
There has been plenty of unseasonable weather that makes life a little
easier to endure. Spending more time
outside to get chores done that escaped getting done in the fall.
In reality, I do hope to get some cold weather and snow so I can
enjoy the ice fishing and snowmobiling on Lake Hopatcong.
Our fall Board of Directors meeting was a lengthy affair
lasting over five hours. We feverishly worked on CRAFTS issues which will keep us headed in the best direction this coming
year. I was delighted to see some new faces as we voted in two
new directors. Jim Bodie our Membership Chairperson was
voted in as a new director. Also CRAFTS member Stu May
was voted in as a director during this meeting. To make room
for these new directors, long time directors and past CRAFTS
Presidents, Herb Kean, Greg Welsh, and Steve Zluky relinquished their directorship but promised to still attend meetings
in a past president status and contribute their ideas and thoughts
about CRAFTS business.
One of the major topics covered at this meeting was the
decline in the CRAFTS treasury balance over the past few
years. We discussed many new initiatives that would bolster
finances. This is not an easy task but measures must be taken to
keep CRAFTS a strong association. We decided to not follow
the course of most politicians, but to take measures that will cut
some spending. This can be immediately seen in our Tool Shed
format as our newsletter is now mailed folded, as opposed to
putting it in an envelope. This simple change should save mailing costs significantly. Also to offset rising costs for our auction
we will be instituting a small fee to tailgate sellers at the
CRAFTS auction. I will be collecting $10 from each tailgate
seller in the morning before the auction. As the tailgating at the
CRAFTS auction is always well attended with buyers readily
purchasing great tools, hopefully this small fee is supportable.
Now speaking of the CRAFTS auction, the date has been
set for May 3, 2008. Greg Welsh and Steve Zluky have been
busy taking pictures and cataloging each fine tool. They will
give our webmaster, James Travis, pictures of auction items
soon, so keep an eye on the web site for the listings. If you have
any tools to enter the auction you need to contact one of these
auction managers quickly. Remember our charge for seller’s
premium is lower than most auctions—10% for up to $500 and
5% for sparklers over $500. Combine this with no buyer’s premium and it is easy to see why the CRAFTS auction is a fine
deal for both seller and buyer alike. I know many woodworkers
who come to our auctions because it is the best place to pick up
quality user tools. Then again every year I add top end collectible treasures to my collection. Last year it was an early type
Phillips plow plane. I can’t wait to see what treasures this
year’s auction presents.
Lastly I would like to start the New Year by thanking all
CRAFTS members who lend a hand to make this one of the
best tool clubs around. It is the continued contribution of many
dedicated individuals that make the job of president enjoyable.
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Notice an interesting use of superscript in the name.

own name (EAIA), and his first patent is dated
04/05/1859. Was this invention a propelling reason for
his move toward independence from Lame? Freedley
suggests that McNiece was a "successor" of Lame &
McNiece. Was this a takeover? Did Lame go out of
business and pass the company to William McNiece?
We are searching for answers to these questions.
William McNiece & Son supposedly began operation sometime around 1887. It lasted beyond 1904,
but we do not know for how long.

Examples of Tools

The maker’s name is stamped very deeply. The reBlade Length 16"
TPI-10 /Mark-none /Type-Crosscut
Nib - Yes
Design Type - Panel Saw
Mark Type - Stamped
Handle Apple
2 Screws & 1 label screw

Panel Saw
An early saw made by William McNiece. In my
perception, these saws are rather rare. The length of
the blade is 16" and this type of saw was usually
called a Panel Saw. The blade is dark but not rusty;
the maker’s stamp is very clear; the nib is present; and
the blade is straight. The teeth per inch is 10. The
handle is made of apple and is in fairly good condition. The lower horn of the handle has about 1/8"
missing due to abrasion; the top horn is in good condition. One nut shows evidence of tightening; the other
two remain undisturbed as shown by the original sanding marks. The label screw is countersunk and flush,
with flat countersunk screws and split nuts. It is a
label screw design patented by F. Washbourne, New
York, N.Y., Patent No. 72,766 - 12/31/1867. It is difficult to estimate the age of this saw since no other
reference material is available. The type of label
screw and split nuts suggest that the saw was made
sometime after 1867 and before the1880s.

Blade Marking - Stamp
WM MCNIECE
PHILAD
CAST STEEL WARRANTED
7
maining words are not as deep, but readable.

Full nib at front top
The Label Screw - Medallion:
The device that always helps in identifying the
(Continued on page 4)
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age of the saw is the label screw or as it became popularly known - the medallion. The first time I saw the
term label screw was in the article by Philip Baker The Nineteenth-Century American Backsaw, published
in the Chronicle, March 2006. Further research led to
the full text of the Patent, 375,350 - 12/27/1887 by
Charles Glover, where I found this term used to differentiate between a plain saw-screw and the ornamental,
larger screw usually used to present the maker’s name
and other ornamental designs. It seems as if Philip
Baker calls for the use of standard and documented
terms related to saw screws and I support this approach.
First and the most surprising element in the appearance of this particular label screw was the irregular shape of the edge on the right side. At first it
looked as if it was damaged, but a closer look revealed
that the plate is sunk into the handle very tightly and
there is no indication of damage on the handle. I disassembled the screws and took the handle off to see if
I could find more information. The following pictures
reveal the story.

The label screw was sand cast and the result was less
than impressive. Not only was the plate rim imperfectly
cast but the stem had similar flaws.

Warranted Superior - Eagle image
The Handle
The original finish was mostly destroyed with exception of one small area on the back of the grip. I used
Murphy's Oil Soap to remove the stains and grime and
placed the handle in my Boiled Linseed Oil (BLO)
50/50 bath. The BLO 50/50 bath is a mixture of 50%
BLO and 50% Mineral Spirits. After some soaking I
wiped it dry and let it sit for a few days in the sun.
After that I used BLO 50/50 and steel wool of different grades for some deeper cleaning. The final coat of

The back of the split nut showing the patent date.
(Continued on page 5)
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A Rip Saw by William McNiece & Son
The length of the blade is 28" and these types of saws
were usually called Hand Saws. The blade is dark colored but not rusty; the maker’s mark is very clear; the nib
is not present; the blade is straight. The TPI is 5 1/2.
The handle is made of apple and is in good condition. The
blade marking is etched and reads:
WILLIAM MCNIECE & SON
CAST STEEL EXTRA
WARRANTED
LONDON SPRING
EXCELSIOR SAW WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA
The label screw is Glover’s patent No. 375,350, dated

Made of apple, the handle is in good condition.
Carnauba wax and additional polishing by hand gave this
handle a nice shine.
28” McNiece Rip Saw, note the carved handle.

The same handle before it was cleaned.

WILLIAM MCNIECE & SON, CAST STEEL
EXTRA, WARRANTED, LONDON SPRING,
EXCELSIOR SAW WORKS, PHILADELPHIA, PA

Back side of handle showing 1887 patent saw nuts.
(Continued on page 6)

Back side of handle showing split nuts.
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12/27/1887. The type of label screw suggests that the

a 9.5 inch saw has 100 teeth, "handsaw"style in outline
(vertical front). The plate is 22 gauge, and an additional 1/32 inch set is given. For iron the handsaw tooth is
used, with no set; space, 12 points; a 12 inch saw of 14
to 22 gauge runs 150 revolutions."


Wm McNIECE & SON,EXCELSIOR (within a six
pointed star motif), PAT. DEC. 27, 1887, PHILADA
saw was made sometime after 1887.

Selected Patents
During his active business life William McNiece patented several designs of saws and other tools:
Patent 023,531 - 04/05/1859: Combined Saw, Square
and Bevel
Patent 148,232 - 03/03/1874: Tool Handles
Patent 216,800 - 06/24/1879: Adjustable Saw Handle
Patent 256,493 - 04/18/1882: Saw Handle Clamp

Editor’s note:
In the second part of the William McNiece article, Wiktor Kuc will reveal a saw, which was most
assuredly made by McNiece but not labeled by him,
and which utilizes his most recognized patent, the saw
handle clamp. If you are interested in more articles on
tools in general as well as many how to articles I urge
you to take a look at the author’s website,
www.WKFineTools.com.

A few of his patents found a place in a book by

A convenient compass saw, made by McNiece,
of Philadelphia, has the blade clamped in its handle
by means of screw clamping ferule.
Robert Grimshaw - Grimshaw on Saws, 1882. Grimshaw also valued McNiece's views on how saws should
be used and types of saws recommended for cutting
different materials:
"Mr. McNiece gives the following data concerning
circular saws: For sawing loaf sugar, the teeth are Vshaped, one-half inch apart, gauge No. 10 with great
set. A 36 inch sugar saw runs only about 300 revolutions or less. For ivory, the teeth are V-shaped, 22
points to each inch, with no set. These circulars are 2
to 10 inches diameter, and of 19 to 22 gauge. For bone

While searching for tools out in the shop,
The youngster heard some metal drop,
A plane had hit the concrete deck,
All that was left was a busted wreck;
Lessons hard taught him more,
His shop now has an oaken floor.

Burma Shave
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TOOL WIZARD

A Found Wrench
By Don Wallace

Dear Mr. Wizard,
I would like to know why there are crosswedges in the ends of the arms of plow planes that
have brass ferrules on those ends. Why not just a
force fit - or glue, like ferrules on other tools? ----Joe Trainer

On Black Friday, following Thanksgiving Day, my son, Mark
and I went antiquing in Sussex, New Jersey. Since I no longer
collect tools we didn't bill this hunt as a "tool search", but that's
usually what happens to me. I go into an antique store, but the
only thing that really is of interest to me are the old tools!
We were rooting around in the old tool area when Mark
picked up an old pipe wrench with an odd rack of teeth and a
thumb clamp with matching teeth. “Odd enough to pique my
interest”, I said to myself. "Do you want it?" "No", said Mark.
But with the spirit of Frank Kingsbury racing through me, I said,
"How much is it?" I think I'll get it, it's weird enough!
Driving up Route 284 toward Mark's home, I spotted the first
few letters of a maker's name, and the unmistakable "Newark",
"C.H. Redman" and "Taylor.", in ascending order inside the open
space between the slides. I couldn't wait to get an S.O.S. pad to
this steel handle. That not being as easy as it sounds for a guest in
someone else's home, I decided to cool it 'til we got back to Haddonfield where my instincts told me to go for Alex Farnham’s
books on New Jersey manufacturers of tools.

Dear Joe --- I used to wonder about that myself,
until I restored a plane of this type and had to make
a new arm (using the original ferrules). Those ferrules are cast, and as such need some taper to the
inside (draft it is called) so as to remove the core
pattern easily from the sand mold. Some of these
ferrules taper so that the smallest inside dimension is
at the end of the ferrule that is at the tip of the arm.
This works fine until the wood shrinks with age, the
glue dries up, and the ferrule slides off the taper. To
combat this, these ferrules have pins that can be seen
going completely through the ferrule and the arm.
That solved the problem, but required an extra operation.
However, it was found that if the draft taper
was reversed (larger at the end that is at the arm tip)
and cross-wedges driven in to fill the gap at the tip,
it became a very secure fit -- very much like the
action of the wedges in a hammer handle. So, you
will find them both ways, with pins and with wedges. You might think that the wedge technique requires a lot more skill. Actually, it is almost foolproof as to not having a gap between the ferrule end
and the arm. You just make the wedges big enough
to drive the wood tightly against the arm. In the pinning technique, you have to be a lot more accurate
with the taper of the end of the arm, requiring more
time and skill. That’s why I think that most of the
later plows had the wedges.
Mr. Wizard

Inadvertently, I picked up Alex's second book, "Search For
New Jersey Tool Makers"and began to leaf the pages from the
back (which is my habit) and sure enough, on page 90 there it
is..."THE J.L.TAYLOR PIPE & NUT WRENCH / PAT'D DEC.
1, 1891 / C.H. REDMAN CO. SOLE MF'RS / NEWARK, N.J.",
with the Taylor/Redman story to go with it. That's the fastest
research project that I have ever engaged in. Thank you, Alex on
this Thanksgiving Holiday. Thank you, Mark. Thank you, Frank
Kingsbury for that spark that lives on!

The J.L. Taylor Pipe and Nut Wrench - Photo from Alex
Farnham’s book, Search for Early New Jersey Toolmakers.
There is some bilious light-green paint on this steel handle,
but the working head is just nicely patinated. I think it was used
to mix up a gallon of wall paint, rather than any trade-marked
company color. I wonder if anyone could advise me of the value
of said wrench? I don't like to use E-bay for that purpose.
---------------------------------------------If anyone has a ballpark value for this wrench please email
me at www.dnowicki.verizon.net and I’ll pass the information
along to Don. - ED.
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BOOK REVIEW
Antique Trader Tools – A Price Guide
– Second Edition
Softcover, 9″ x 6″ , 304 pages, 2007, $22.99
By Clarence Blanchard
Krause Publications
If you were to pick up this book and leaf
through it, you would probably buy it on the spot! I’ll
tell you why you wouldn’t be disappointed.
A wise friend once told me, “If I could do
everything twice I would never make a mistake.” I
thought the First Edition of this book had some problems with editing and overall presentation. It did have
a very nice 16-page section of color pictures. This Second Edition is a complete turnaround: an impressive
layout printed on glossy paper with all pictures in color.
It’s a handsome book indeed. There is a field-guide
version of this book, but I have not seen it. The publisher, Krause, specializes in publishing many other
price guides on antiques and collectibles.

Sibley’s patent level $495
bought, tools that you’ve sold, and a few that got away.
As time passes you may wish you had kept bidding!
Clarence’s Introduction is followed by 14
sections of tools, with each section featuring a tool type
or a grouping of similar tools such as, “Rules, Squares
and Gauges” and “Levels and Inclinometers.” Having
some interest in these two sections as a collector, I was
surprised that the Brown offerings of only three years
could cover them so thoroughly. Some sections are
brief, hammers have 5 pages; some are lengthy, planes
have 103 pages. If you are a Brown regular this is exactly what you would expect. Entries in each section
are in alphabetical order, which is helpful except when,
occasionally, similar tools appear under two names:
Sheffield braces listed under “braces” and also under
“framed braces,” for example. And, the plane section
needs to be subdivided, at least between metal and
wooden planes.
The quality of the 700 pictures is extraordi-

North Bros. Yankee Tools point of sale
display $715
Tool descriptions and condition ratings are
taken from the Brown Auction catalogs from 2003
through 2005; over 2000 entries in all. The prices
shown are the actual price paid for each tool, including
the premium, a better guide to prices than pre-sale ranges. In his Introduction, Clarence cautions readers that a
price guide is no substitute for years of experience, but
it can be an expedient for those without the time and
desire to acquire that knowledge. Nevertheless, I believe that it can expand even the experienced collector’s
knowledge. Many of you will see tools that you’ve

F.E. Witter’s improved bevel $413
nary. They are uniformly bright, clear and crisp and the
details of the tools stand out. A few are the same color
pictures we have previously seen in the Brown catalogs, but most are presented here in color for the first
time. Total color is the hallmark of this book. There
are pictures on all but 10 pages (where there are fullpage lists of braces, plow planes, or others), but there
are also about 75 pages devoted entirely to pictures. To
(Continued on page 9)
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pick one tool, if someone were interested in wooden plow planes they would find about 65 pictures
of all types, certainly enough for an overview of
what’s out there and what they might be worth.

On
the
other hand saw set collectors might lament that
there are only five saw sets in the book (they have
the same lament wherever they go), but I wish I
hadn’t been the under bidder on the best saw set
I’ve ever seen. Total color is the hallmark of this
book.
The Introduction is directed primarily at
Surgeon’s brace $440

I remember an article in Yankee Magazine back in the late 1980s about the Bittner and
Crane auctions. A list of books was included
(much shorter than it would be today) and also
information about tool clubs to join. I bought

Israel White Patented Three - Arm
Plow Plane $31,900
some books and joined CRAFTS just before I
retired, and bought my first antique tool a few
years later. I’ll never forget that article, which
claimed that legendary collector, Fred Courser,
had more hammers than there were stars in the
sky. I was hooked! Based on my own experience, I hope the next edition will include a list of
books suitable for beginning collectors and information about tool organizations, which might encourage readers to start on a very rewarding adventure.
Buy the very best tool you can af-

Buell Saw Set, Original Patent Model, $660
non-collectors but is certainly applicable to all of
us. Clarence urges readers to learn all that they
can about tools, and to know their areas of interest
from top to bottom. Every dollar spent on a book
and every minute spent reading, he says, will reward you tenfold. You should know that the
book is aimed at mass marketing in book stores
and not at tool collectors. In this venue it will
catch the attention of non-collectors, not only for
themselves but also as a perfect gift for friends.
Many of the recipients will be dazzled by the pictures in this book and might even become collectors if they had some idea how to get started. If
they did start, that would be good news for collecting.

Kinney’s Patented Ripping Gauge $1,650

ford in the very best condition you can find.
That’s Clarence’s advice as the Introduction concludes. The very best tools are here in this book,
and that’s reason enough why you should have
and study this book.
Hank Allen
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The November Meeting by Dave Nowicki
Twin brothers, Richard and Robert Kulp were our
speakers at the November meeting and came with an
interesting tale. They were there to talk about wheelwright’s tools and wheel construction, which they did,
but they also provided a historical narrative on their
family’s wagon making business which began in 1765
with their ancestor, George Michael Kolb.

The original wagon shop. Note the racing sulky
on the upper porch roof. This was the epitome
of the wheelwright’s craft as the wheels had to
be extremely light weight and very strong to
stand the rigors of racing .
In 1992, the township of New Hanover, located in
the northwest corner (near Perkiomenville)
of Montgomery County in Pennsylvania published a
history of the county. A cousin of their father provided a history of the family wagon business to the township. This was the first time that the brothers had any
idea of the extent of their family’s involvement in the
wagon business. Prior to this the brothers had heard

to fill in the blanks. This investigation led all the way
back to Germany where it was learned that George
Michael Kolb was born in 1709 and in 1751 bought
105 acres of land in, what today is known as New
Hanover township. The brothers feel that the business
was well established by 1765 although the first record
of Kolb wagons came from the tax record of 1781.
George’s son, also named George Michael and who
probably had been apprenticed to a wheelwright, was
the first recognized wheelwright in the family. Succeeding generations successfully operated the business until the retirement of the twin’s great grandfather, William H. R. Kulp, in 1929. During WWI the
family name was changed to Kulp as many others of
German ancestry changed their surnames at the time.
Neither William’s son Joshua nor his grandson
Raymond was willing to continue the business at a
time when the progress of automation and changing
rural needs made it difficult for a small family wagon
business to survive. At the time of his retirement William had worked for 50 years and built approximately
20 wagons each year for a total of 1000 wagons during his lifetime.
In 1988, prior to all of this family information
coming out, the original property was sold. Richard
and Robert have said they would like to buy the property back someday and create a museum in the now
vacant wheelwright shop building. In the meantime
the brothers have worked hard to bring back some of
the craft that they view as their family’s heritage.
They have managed to obtain several items built by
their family. The earliest is a truck wagon, circa
1850, also a small wagon made by William for his
grandson Raymond and a wheelbarrow. The small
wagon was never meant to be pulled by animals but
was actually meant as a child’s wagon for farm
chores. This is the wagon that the twins are reproducing today and is shown below.

The wagon shop as it looks today
about the wagon business but assumed that it was a
side business or part-time venture. They soon found
out that the business actually continued uninterrupted
for five generations (1765 – 1929) at the same location. Once bitten by this family puzzle, they had to
find out more. A significant research effort ensued.
They combed cemetery records, old maps, family
photos and records as well as the oral history from
friends and relatives and anything else that would help
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A Whimsical Tale
by Herb Kean
I recently took a trip to England and came
back with a great tool story. It was told to me
by a renowned Englishman as we sat in his
shop sipping tea. For the most part, there was
an impish twinkle in his eye, but at times he
maintained a serious prideful bearing. It goes
like this:
When Victoria became Queen of England
in the mid-1800’s she was young and not completely experienced in matters of domestic policy. She had many advisors and court politicians but she wanted to do something special
for the people, all on her own. It wasn’t long
before she got her chance.
The Carpenters Guild sent its Chief Steward to see her about reducing the seventy-hour
work week. She was surprised to hear that
anyone had to work such long hours. But her
advisors convinced her that if she made any
changes with the carpenters, then the bakers,
silversmiths, etc. would all be camped at her
throne-step for similar easements and the entire economy of the kingdom would collapse.
What a dilemma! Here was Victoria,
wanting to show appreciation for her crafts
people, but not wishing to anger her lordly
advisors. What to do? It all came to her in a
proverbial flash. She recalled her favorite fairytale about a King who offered his daughter’s
hand to the craftsman who could mold the
most perfect golden frog.
As the tale goes, craftsmen came from far
and wide to try their luck at sculpting a golden
frog. But to no avail. The King turned them
all down as imperfect. Finally a techniciantype figured out that if he used a real frog as
an actual model and cast around it, he could
make a perfect likeness. And by utilizing what
today is known as the lost-wax process, he
created a flawless golden frog. T he King was

delighted and gave the young suitor his daughter’s hand in marriage and half of his kingdom.
Of course, the king kept the thousands of rejected golden frogs and was understandably
elated with his new found fortune.
Victoria found the fairy tale a solution to
her dilemma. She announced to her kingdom
that the craftsman who made the most perfect
brass-framed ebony brace would become Master of the Queens Carpenters and would be
granted the prestigious Queen’s Letters. She
described the brace as the ultimate in tools and
called it the “Ultimatum” for short.
There were many applicants, just like the
fairy tale. All submitted their samples - men
like Pasley, Howarth, Marsden, Marples,
Flather, Sorby, Ridge, Kent, and so on. After
much deliberation she picked the brace made
by William Marples, and he became an overnight celebrity. The Queen awarded him a
large patent citation with her letters embossed
in gold, and he was allowed to advertise this
honor on his subsequent braces with the inscription: “By Her Majesty’s Royal Letters
Patent”.
Strange as it may seem, the original complaint by the Carpenters Guild was quickly
resolved. Queen Victoria reached an agreement with the Chief Steward that each of the
royal carpenters would receive one of the leftover contest braces in lieu of a reduction of
work hours.
And that is why of all of the brass-framed
ebony braces that have made their way to the
“colonies,” only one carries the Queen’s seal
of approval – the Ultimatum by William
Marples.
Note: Please, no letters on any literary liberties
taken in this tall-tool-tale.
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CRAFTS of New Jersey

P.O. Box 372 Claverack, NY 12513

TOOL EVENTS
January 26 - 27 M-WTCA, PA Antique Tool Auction and Dealer
Sale, York, PA Holiday Inn 717-846-9500

February 3rd - CRAFTS Meeting 1PM HOST Masonic Lodge
Highbridge, NJ

March 15 - PATINA Annual Spring Dealer Sale and Auction.
Damascus Vol. Fire Dept. Activities Building, Damascus, MD
Sale at 9am, auction at 2pm Tom Graham, 540-338-7738

March 21 - 22 Martin Donnelly Antique Tool Auction
Ramada Inn East, Indianapolis, IN
www.mjdtools.com

March 29 - David Stanley 51st International Tool Auction
www.davidstanley.com

April 4-5 Br own’s 32nd Inter national Antique Tool Auction,
Radisson Inn Camp Hill, PA
www.FineToolJ.com/Browns

May 3rd - CRAFTS Auction - Flemington Elks Club,
Flemington, NJ, www.CRAFTSOFNJ.ORG

May 28 - 31 EAIA 75th Anniver sar y Celebr ation
Albany, NY www.EAIAinfo.org

WANT ADS
Must sell my entire tool collection. Hundr eds of tools in
good clean condition. Call Art Gatti---973-374-0554---for appointment.

Wanted for research project: Access to early (e.g., ca.
1820-1860) framing squares with "rules" such as the "brace rule"
stamped on them. If not for sale, could photos be an option? I would
be interested in knowing which rules are present and their values.
Contact: J.B. Cox, 6802 Nesbitt Pl., McLean, VA 22101/ (703) 8212931 email: jay-bee-cox@verizon.net
Need help disposing of your tools or home items? Call Steve
Zluky, (908)534-2710.
Wanted: Foot powered band saw for collection and to demonstrate. Need not be complete. Have other foot powered machinery for possible trade. Ed Hobbs (919)828-2754,
hobbsed@portbridge.com
Weekly Tool Listings on SATURDAY MORNINGS!
CHECK IT OUT! at www.JimBodeTools.com
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